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Applying economic models to the real-time marketplace
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World view

Aggressive adoption  
of mobile advertising in Europe

 
The European market shows aggressive 
movement into the mobile space, with 
dramatic increases in spend and competition, 
while display competitiveness fell.  

In Africa and the Middle East, display is heating 
up with increasing spend in recent months. 

In Asia, competition in mobile is catching  
up with social.

eCPM by channel
eCPM rose in most channels in January through April 2014 
over the same period in 2013. The surge in pricing aligns  
with increased competition in display and social advertising. 

 

Year-over-year change in spend by channel
From January through April 2014, marketers ramped up 
spend, especially in mobile and video, compared to the 
same period in 2013.

Social up 64% Display up 21%

Video down 1%Mobile up 8%

Spend up and less volatile  
on every channel

Display leading the way 
to better planning
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View the full report at turn.li/2014mayinsights.


